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OVERVIEW

Links:  College of Engineering and Architecture records, 1894-present

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the University Archives.

Provenance: This is an on-going collection with material arriving through departmental records transfers, the university campus mail, or donations by various individuals.

Property rights: The University Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights by North Dakota State University and NDSU Archives. Please credit the NDSU Archives if you copy or reproduce material from this finding aid.

Citation: [Identification of item]. College of Engineering and Architecture, Engineering Physics Department, RG 13.4.9, University Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY

The Engineering-Physics option is first found in the 1976-1978 Bulletin within the College of Science and Mathematics. In the 1984-1986 Bulletin it is listed as a degree option within Engineering Science in the College of Engineering and Architecture. As of the 1994-1996 Bulletin, Engineering Physics moved back again to the College of Science and Mathematics as an option within the Physics Department.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

The record consists of one folder of fact sheets for the program from 1986 and 1987.

FOLDER LIST

Fact Sheet - Engineering Physics - 1986, 1987